PRIAS™, The World's First Small Vial Liquid Scintillation Counting System

Combines the economy of counting in small vials with the performance of a flexible, versatile Liquid Scintillation Counter

- PERFORMANCE — guaranteed by small vial optimized photomultiplier tube-reflector assembly. Eliminates adapters which absorb light and reduce counting efficiency.
- CONVENIENCE — provided by unique cassette sample changer. Cassettes carry 12 vials each and are placed in a removable tray. Load and unload 240 samples at one time. Use the PRIAS Liquid Scintillation Counter with the PRIAS Sample Preparation Unit for the ultimate in convenience and efficiency.
- MULTI-PROGRAMMING — 15 user-determined counting programs, including preset time and adjustable (optional) radionuclide windows for the two sample counting channels, can be stored. Programs are entered via a simple-to-use keyboard, and called out by Program Inserts in the cassettes. Quenching is indicated by external standard ratio using the wide dynamic range ²²⁶Ra source or sample channels ratio. Dual-label dpm calculation is available as an option.
- POSITIVE SAMPLE I.D. — built-in thermal printer provides counting data on Pos-IDent™ cards attached to the cassettes. Additional read-out devices are available.

For further information, request Bulletin 1229
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think...

what do you really know about the President’s National Energy Plan?

The Proceedings of the Conference on National Energy Policy, sponsored by AAAS, Carnegie Institution of Washington and the MITRE Corporation, will help you understand the overall impact of the NEP on the economy, on conservation and on the environment. Find out what the country’s leading independent experts in the field of energy policy, economics and technology really have to say about President Carter’s National Energy Plan as it relates to

- the energy gap
- international implications
- governmental responsibility
- import limitation strategy

For your copy of

The Proceedings of the Conference on National Energy Policy

send your name and address plus $6.00
(AAAS members $5.40) to

AAAS Dept. N2
1515 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20005.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW!
“Until now, we’d been mistaking access to processing for access to answers.”

Problem: It takes more than a desktop processor to organize output into its simplest, most usable form.
A personal computer can shave timeshare expenses, but do nothing about trimming the fat off alphanumeric answers.
You can give up the power of a mainframe without the promise of more intelligent, instantly visible data.

Solution: Tektronix’ 4051. The one desktop unit that shapes information into usable graphics.

From interfaces and firmware to hard copy units, data storage devices, printers, plotters, graphic tablets and proven software, Tektronix provides plug-in capability to customize the 4051 to your special needs.

A graphics answer is the most concise of all possible solutions. The 4051 can eliminate the hand-plotting and mental gymnastics that users of alphanumeric-only systems take for granted. It lets you instantly unscramble data and interactively experiment with graphs, charts, maps and models. With exceptional simplicity. With almost the speed of thought.

You command up to 32K of off-line processing power. With a graphically beefed-up BASIC language. With complete editing and versatile graphic-oriented software.
You can tackle big programs on-line in any language, store data on built-in mag tape, and generate graphic reports—all at your own pace.

The 4051: Its Graphics keep working when other systems quit. Yet it can pay for itself in less than a year in timeshare savings alone. Call your local Tektronix Sales Engineer, or write:

Tektronix, Inc.
Information Display Group
P.O. Box 500
Beaverton, OR 97077
Tektronix Datatek N.V.
P.O. Box 159
Badhoevedorp, The Netherlands

Get the picture. Get straight to the point.